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The problem of constellation shaping for broadcast transmission in degraded
channels remains a challenge. This is especially so when a single source
communicates simultaneously with two receivers using a finite dimension
constellation. This paper focuses on a practical situation where unicast
service to each user is transmitted over broadcast channels. We investigate
the optimization of an achievable rate closure region by using non-uniform
constellations issued from superimposition of high-rate information on 
low-rate information and by using a nonequiprobable distribution of the
transmitted symbols. The achievable rate region is derived for a two-user
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) broadcast channel and for finite input
pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) constellations. A noticeable shaping gain
up to 3.5 dB maximum was shown on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), compared
with the equiprobable distribution of transmitted symbols obtained for a 
4-PAM constellation when achievable rates are maximized over the
probability distribution of channel input signals and the constellation shape.
© 2012 Alcatel-Lucent.

spectrum resources. Optimal radio resource sharing

techniques are highly desirable for mobile operators in

order to enable all these devices to be connected over

wireless networks, with a pre-defined guaranteed

quality of service.

In the 1970s, Cover [6] demonstrated that in the

case of an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

broadcast channel, the simultaneous transmission of

superimposed information from one source to multi-

ple users achieves better spectrum efficiency com-

pared with time-sharing or other orthogonal division

schemes for allocating channel resources among users.

Introduction
Mobile access networks (e.g., Long Term

Evolution (LTE)/Third Generation (3G)) have enabled

the emergence of multiple video-oriented mobile ser-

vices including non-linear services such as video on

demand (VoD) and catch-up television (TV), as well as

linear or near-live services such as live or Internet TV.

In addition, the proliferation of highly “smart” mobile

phones and portable devices has led to a significant

increase in the demand for data services [5].

Consequently, users have to stream or to download

video-oriented services through shared networks

which need to fully exploit their already restricted
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Bergmans and Cover demonstrated further that

superposition coding reaches the theoretical capacity

limit for a two-user additive white Gaussian noise

channel using an infinite Gaussian input alphabet [2].

Motivated by these remarkable results, practical

implementation of superposition coding known as

hierarchical modulation (HM) or layered modulation

has been included in various standards including

Digital Video Broadcast for terrestrial television (DVB-T)

[7], DVB to handhelds (DVB-H), and DVB satellite

services to handhelds (DVB-H/SH) for mobile digital

TV transmission [8] of broadcast scalable digital media

[17]. Hierarchical modulation enables the transmis-

sion of two independent broadcast service streams on

a single frequency radio channel, with different trans-

mission qualities (signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scala-

bility) over non-uniform 16-quadrature amplitude

modulation (QAM) constellations. Various resource

sharing strategies exploiting the broadcast nature of

the wireless channel have been investigated and

found to be useful for enhancing the cell downlink

spectral efficiency for wireless networks that use

orthogonal transmission schemes (either in time

and/or frequency) and for addressing multiple

receivers. Systems relying on superposition coding 

for time-frequency multiple access are investigated

for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access

(OFDMA) schemes in [1, 14, and 15]. Results on

superposition coding for a downlink broadcast chan-

nel are covered in [13] and [21]. The authors explain

how an advantage in diversity of radio conditions over

a cell is transformed into an improvement in SNR.

However, real transmission systems impose the

use of finite input alphabets which, are usually fed

with equiprobable symbols. As a consequence, previ-

ous results which deal mainly with theoretical infor-

mation limits, do not apply straightforwardly in

practical situations. Indeed, these restrictions con-

tribute to introduce a gap between the capacity region

achieved with infinite Gaussian inputs for the AWGN

channel and the throughputs obtained in practical sit-

uations. This gap can be reduced by using constellation

shaping, which was developed on the premise that

signals with a large norm are used less frequently than

signals with a small norm [9]. One approach to obtain

a shaping gain in the AWGN channel is to arrange the

constellation points in such a way that the channel

input distribution is closer to a Gaussian shape, i.e.,

with more points at the lower power levels and fewer

at higher power levels. Another approach is to trans-

mit finite-size uniformly-spaced symbols with low

energy more frequently (near the origin) than the

Panel 1. Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Terms 

3D—Three dimensional
3G—Third Generation
AWGN—Additive white Gaussian noise
BC—Broadcast channel
BS—Base station
CSI—Channel state information
DVB—Digital Video Broadcasting 
DVB-H—DVB to handhelds 
DVB-SH—DVB satellite services to handhelds
DVB-T—DVB terrestrial
HM—Hierarchical modulation
IFFT—Inverse fast Fourier transform
ITU—International Telecommunication Union
ITU-T—ITU Telecommunication Standardization

Sector
LSB—Least significant bit

LTE—Long Term Evolution
MS—Modulation superposition
MSB—Most significant bit
MSEQ—Modulation superposition with

equiprobable symbols
OFDMA—Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiple Access
PAM—Pulse amplitude modulation
QAM—Quadrature amplitude modulation
SC—Superposition coding
SCOP—SC optimized
SIC—Successive interference cancelation
SINR—Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
SNR—Signal-to-noise ratio
TV—Television
VoD—Video on demand
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ones with high energy (far from the origin). Using

non-uniform signals reduces the entropy of the trans-

mitter output, and hence, the achievable rate.

However, the expectation is to compensate the loss

in achievable rate with bit error savings for better pro-

tection against channel noise symbols with low

energy, which are selected more frequently than sym-

bols with large energy.

In fact, for constellations with finite dimensions,

most results available dealing with optimal constella-

tion shape or with optimal probability distribution of

symbols consider only unicast transmission, where

one transmitter communicates with one receiver. For

example, [16] and [23] investigate the design of an

optimal non-uniform constellation using signals with

equal probability but unequal spacing. [22] shows

that using non-uniform signal sets in high order modu-

lation schemes could result in gains of about 1 dB

over an AWGN channel. In [3] and [18] the authors

obtain a shaping gain by arranging points in such a

way that the emitted signal is closer to a Gaussian dis-

tribution. Constellation shaping known as shell map-

ping is specified in International Telecommunication

Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector

(ITU-T) recommendation V.34 [12], and was initially

applied in the V.34 data modem. In [20], the authors

describe a shaping gain between 0.8 dB to 1.0 dB on

average transmitted power that can be obtained

within constellations divided into a set of several rings

by selecting a sequence of rings whose points reduce

the constellation expansion ratio, or the peak aver-

age power ratio. In [19], the authors investigate the

effects of the nonequiprobable distribution of M-ary

QAM signal constellation points on the error perfor-

mance for nonlinear channels. Simulations for binary

turbo coded modulation show a 3 dB improvement

over equiprobable symbols. In [11], the authors stud-

ied the achievable rates in a two-user AWGN broad-

cast channel when superposition techniques are

applied, assuming a uniform probability density func-

tion over the finite input set. To our knowledge, no

work investigating the maximization of achievable

rates for broadcast transmission considering opti-

mization over both the probability density and con-

stellation symbols have been reported. Since this joint

optimization was shown to be useful in a unicast

transmission situation, our paper intends to evaluate

its impact in the context of broadcast transmission.

We are specifically interested in the superposition cod-

ing technique as a broadcast transmission method.

This paper attempts to maximize the achievable rate

closure region for a finite-size constellation when

superposition coding is applied to transmitted data.

This maximization is based on the joint optimization

of the constellation shape and of the probability dis-

tribution of the transmitted symbols for a two-user

AWGN broadcast channel, which is referred to as a

degraded channel. We focus on a 4-pulse amplitude

modulation (PAM) constellation, which is compliant

with the modulation schemes standardized for wire-

less radio interfaces.

The paper is organized as follows. In the section

immediately following, we present a scenario for

resource sharing using superposition coding for mobile

unicast services in the downlink. We consider a broad-

cast transmission of two unicast services, referred to as

private messages. Next, we derive achievable rates

using the mutual information for a two-user AWGN

broadcast channel when the transmit signal is modu-

lated with a 4-PAM constellation. The calculations are

done in the transmission scheme of modulation super-

position using equiprobable symbols, which represents

a particular case of superposition coding. Furthermore,

a discussion about the labeling schemes and about 

the joint probability distribution schemes highlights

the fact that the well-known hierarchical modulation

represents a particular case of modulation superposi-

tion. We then optimize the achievable rate closure

region by taking into account all possible labeling

schemes for a 4-PAM constellation and the general

case of superposition coding. For target achievable

rates, our numerical results show noticeable shaping

gain on SNR up to 3.5 dB at maximum and up to 

1.2 dB in mean for a 4-PAM constellation.

Superposition Coding as Method of Resource
Sharing for Mobile Unicast Services

Superposition coding as a method of resource

sharing for mobile unicast services is illustrated in

Figure 1. The superposition coding (SC) technique
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consists of superimposing several independent streams

intended for different users with the aim of transmit-

ting them simultaneously on the same radio resources

in the same time slot (time-frequency resource in a

frame) as shown in Figure 1a. This technique enables

operators to improve the cell spectral efficiency with-

out the need for additional antennas and with very

little feedback and channel information since it

depends on long-term channel statistics only. In this

way, SC introduces an additional dimension in the

resource sharing space. Contrary, however, to time-

frequency multiple access schemes, SC lends itself 

(a) Superimposition of unicast streams in time-frequency domain over multiple coding layers.
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(b) Block diagram of two independent unicast stream superimposition in the OFDM transmitter.
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IFFT—Inverse fast Fourier transform
OFDM—Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
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Figure 1.
Superposition coding as a method of resource sharing for mobile unicast services.
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to non-orthogonal sharing since the streams overlap

in both the time and frequency domain. The resulting

three-dimensional (3D) multiplexing scheme thus

relies on adopting an Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiple Access (OFDMA) downlink transmission

scheme for the LTE radio interface. The superimposi-

tion of the independent streams is achieved in 

the transmitter in the frequency domain before the

inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). As an example,

Figure 1b provides a possible implementation of the

superimposition of two independent streams in an

OFDM physical layer. From a practical view point, the

number of streams superimposed and transmitted in

the same radio broadcast channel is restricted to two

in order to limit the complexity of SC implementa-

tion in the transmitter and the receiver [10]. Hence,

this paper considers the case in which a sender simul-

taneously transmits two superimposed independent

streams destined for two receivers.

Consider the following scenario for downlink uni-

cast services. An infrastructure-based network com-

prises a base station (BS) that wishes to communicate

with a plurality of users and thus needs to send dif-

ferent unicast streams in the downlink channel. We

suppose that some receivers are much closer to the

BS (“good” users) than others (“bad” users), whose

receivers are near the cell edge for example. The good

users exhibit an SNR higher than the bad users.

Instead of transmitting the different unicast streams in

different radio resources (time-frequency slots in a

frame) with different radio throughputs, the BS par-

tially superimposes the streams for transmission on

the same radio resource. Users that have to be served

at the cell edge generally exhibit bad channel condi-

tions and tend to waste a significant amount of

resources since the BS has to serve them at low trans-

mission rate. The superimposition of high-rate infor-

mation and low-rate information thus reduces the

amount of unused resources in the broadcast channel

and consequently improves the cell’s spectral effi-

ciency. On the receiver side, a successive interference

cancelation (SIC) receiver is required. For “good”

users, the mobile devices will decode the unicast

stream after cancelling interference from the other

streams. In contrast, the mobile devices of “bad” users

simply treat the superimposed additional signal as

interference.

The achievable rates for both good users and bad

users depend on the SNR at the receiver.

Superposition coding provides a gain in throughput

compared to that of a time-frequency multiplexing

scheme when users with larger differences in signal-

to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) are paired in

the same broadcast channel [15]. The choice of opti-

mal pairs is determined at the transmitter side from

the channel state information (CSI) sent by the

receivers. The power allocated to each stream is also

a determining factor [11]. To allow both signals to be

decoded, the power level allocated to two paired users

has to be adjusted accordingly. Consequently, the BS

scheduler includes the constraint of a large SNR gap

and power sharing between the two paired users in

order to select optimal couples of users to maximize

throughput over the broadcast channel. This is illus-

trated in Figure 2.

BS

fi
fk

fk

u4 «good»

fi

u2 «bad»

u1 «good»

BS—Base station

u7 «bad»

�

� �

�

Figure 2.
Pairing example of good and bad users in the same
downlink broadcast channel within a cell.
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Private Message Achievable Rates for Two-User
AWGN Broadcast Channel 

The scenario for downlink unicast services is repre-

sented by “private message” transmission over a

broadcast channel in information theory.

In a two-user broadcast channel (BC), the trans-

mitted signal X (drawn from the alphabet X ) is sent to

user 1 and user 2, which receive, respectively, the sig-

nals Y1 and Y2 belonging to the alphabets Y1 and Y2. 

A broadcast channel is said to be physically degraded i

X → Y1 → Y2 forms a Markov chain, i.e., Y2 is a

“degraded’” version of the signal Y1. The two-user

AWGN broadcast channel (AWGN BC) is described by,

(1)

(2)

where N1 and N2 are zero-mean Gaussian variables

whose respective variances satisfy . A physi-

cally degraded BC can be constructed equivalently to

the AWGN BC by introducing a new independent

noise . The transmission of pri-

vate messages over a two-user AWGN broadcast chan-

nel is depicted by the schematic block diagram in

Figure 3. The transmitted signal X represents the

jointly encoded signal of two individual private mes-

sages. X depends on the signal X1 transporting the pri-

vate message for user 1 and on the signal U carrying

N3 � N (0, s2
2 � s2

1)

s2
1 � s2

2

Y2 � X � N2

Y1 � X � N1

the private message for user 2. At the receiver, user 1

and user 2 independently decode their respective pri-

vate messages from channel outputs Y1 and Y2, with

no collaboration between them. More precisely, user

1 and user 2 are independent and do not communi-

cate with each other.

R1 and R2 respectively define the private message

achievable rate for user 1 and user 2. The set of pairs

(R1, R2) satisfies

(3)

(4)

for any given joint probability distribution 

on {U 3 X 3 Y1 3 Y2}.

• I(X; Y1|U) represents the mutual information

between the transmit signal X and the received

signal Y1 after U is observed. 

• I(U; Y2) denotes the mutual information between

the auxiliary random variable U and the received

signal Y2. 

PUX is the joint probability distribution of U and X.

and are the conditional distributions that

depend on the nature of the channel.

From the inequality shown in equation 4, I(U;Y2)

is the maximal rate achievable by user 2. Hence 

the second receiver can only distinguish U, where the

PY2 ƒXPY1 ƒX

PUX � PY1 ƒX � PY2 ƒX

PUX˛Y1Y2
�

R2 � I(U; Y2)

R1 � (X; Y1 ƒ U)

x}P {y1 y2X
M̂1

M̂2

Transmission over a two-user physical degraded broadcast channel 

M1, M2
Y1

Y2

Private messages

Model of physical degraded AWGN broadcast channel

� �X
Y1 Y2

N1 N3

AWGN—Additive white Gaussian noise

Figure 3.
Scheme for transmission of private messages over a two-user physical degraded broadcast channel.
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alphabet U has cardinality bounded by uU u � min{uX u,
uY1 u, uY2u}.

The message U is always decoded first by both

users. In the case of user 1, U is also subtracted from

the received signal Y1, which cancels the interference

such that the message X1 can be then detected.

The mutual information I(U; Y2) and I(X; Y1uU)

between the input and the output of a transmis-

sion corrupted by AWGN is given by the following 

formulas,

(5)

where the transition probability function PYiuX(yiux) is

expressed in the case of the AWGN channel as,

(6)

The capacity region for the stochastically degraded

Gaussian BC, which is defined as the set of all simul-

taneously achievable communication rate pairs, is

known. The theoretical limit of the capacity region of

a two-user Gaussian broadcast channel is achieved

when the transmitter uses superposition coding on

two Gaussian infinite alphabet signals intended for

the two users [2, 6].

In the following section, the private message

achievable rates are derived in the case of non-

uniform 4-PAM constellation when “private” signals

are equiprobable and are added in the modulation

space before transmission. This way of superimposing

signals is referred to as modulation superposition (MS).

PYi ƒ X(yi ƒ x) �
1

22 .p .si
2
 . exp a�(yi � x)2

2si
2 b

. log
ax�

PUX(u, x�)PY2 ƒ X(y2 ƒ x�)

aax�
PUX(u,x�)b aau�,x�

PUX(u�,x�)PY2 ƒX(y2 ƒ x�)b

I(U; Y2) � a
u,y2

a a
x

PUX(u,x)PY2 ƒX(y2 ƒ x)b

. log

aax�
PUX(u, x�)bPY1 ƒX(y1 ƒ x)

ax�
PUX(u, x�)PY1 ƒX(y1 ƒ x�)

I(X; Y1 ƒ U) � a
u,x,y1

PUX(u, x)PY1 ƒX(y1 ƒ x)

Superposition Coding With Finite-Size
Constellations by Adding Private Signals:
Modulation Superposition

Modulation superposition corresponds to the

addition of both signals, X1 and U, such that X �

X1 � U. The signal intended for user 1 and user 2 are

binary, and are simply added. We derive the private

message achievable rates for user 1 and user 2 in a 

4-PAM.

For a 4-PAM transmission, X � X � {x0, x1, x2, x3}.

The signals Y1 and Y2 received respectively by user 1

and user 2 are continuous in the case of an AWGN

channel, and thus uY1u � uY2u � �. As a consequence,

uU u is bounded by min{uX u}. For transmission with a 

4-PAM constellation uX u � 4, thus uU u � 4. We con-

sider the case uU u � 2. Thus user 2 can receive at most

1 bit/channel since it can distinguish only U. User 1

also receives two symbols, thus at most 1 bit/chan-

nel. This reception mode is also practical because in

such a case each user uses the same constellation to

modulate their information which will ease the even-

tual implementation. 

The 4-PAM transmission is performed under the

following constraints:

• The sum of the joint probabilities pij should be

equal to 1,

• The transmitted signal should have zero mean:

E[x] 5 0,

• The power of the transmitter signal should be lim-

ited: E x2 5 P.

The constraints on the values of the symbols in X
and the joint probability distribution PUX(u, x) are

given by,

. (7)

Private Message Achievable Rates in a 4-PAM
Constellation for Modulation Superposition Using
Equiprobable Symbols

Consider alphabets X1 and X2 with average pow-

ers P1 and P2 corresponding to user 1 and user 2

respectively. The encoded bit stream is modulated

using Xk with k � {1, 2} and generates symbols, which

is a sequence of 2 signal points {xkl} where xkl � Xk.

a
i,j

pij � 1,a
i,j

pij
. xj � 0,a

i,j

pij
. x2

j � P

;:
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The messages for both users are encoded separately

and added before transmission. The signal on the

channel reads x � x1l � x2n � X , where l, n � {0, 1}.

Each alphabet is thus composed of two symbols such

that X1 � {x10, x11} and X2 � {x20, x21}, where xk1 � �xk0.

Symbols are taken equiprobably from these two

alphabets so their average power is given by 

and . We now add the symbols from these

two binary alphabets which results in a 4-PAM con-

stellation whose symbols {x0, x1, x2, x3} are equiprob-

able and symmetric (x0 � �x3 and x1 � �x2) and

verify x0 � x10 � x20 and x3 � x11 1 x21 where x0 	 x1 	

x2 	 x3. The total transmission power P is split

between both users so that a power P1 � a � P, with 

a , ([0, 1] allocated to user 1 and P2 � (1 � a) � P to

user 2. Then, per [21], x0 is expressed as,

(8)x0 � 2a � P � 2(1 � a) � P

P2 � x2
20

P1 � x2
10

and x1 is expressed as,

(9)

Adding constellations whose symbols are equiproba-

ble will be denoted by modulation superposition with

equiprobable symbols.

Figure 4 shows labeling schemes for a 4-PAM

when using modulation superposition. The addition of

two binary alphabets results in a 4-PAM constellation

with only two possible labeling schemes (depicted in

Figure 4a and Figure 4b), which represents the distri-

bution of the 2-bit words over the four constellation

symbols. In both labeling schemes, user 2 is always

mapped to the most significant bit (MSB) and user 1

is always mapped to the least significant bit (LSB).

Both schemes differ in the mapping of the codewords

‘01’ and ‘10’ over the symbols x1 and x2. They are

x1 � 2a � P � 2(1 � a) � P if a 	 0.5

x1 � �2a � P � 2(1 � a) � P if a � 0.5

Q

The clouds code the data of user 1

Q

The clouds code the data of user 2

11

x2

001001

x3 x1 x0

I

11

x2

000110

x3 x1 x0

I

(b) Case favoring user 1(a) Case favoring user 2

HP—High priority

(c) Hierarchical modulation with l � d1/d2

High priority stream (HP)

11 10 0001

Q

d1

Low priority
stream (LP) 

Low priority
stream (LP) 

d2

I

LP—Low priority PAM—Pulse amplitude modulation

Figure 4.
Labeling schemes for 4-PAM when using modulation superposition.
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swapped in the two configurations. In Figure 4a 

the codewords {‘00’, ‘01’} and {‘11’, ‘10’} with the

same MSB are mapped over the symbols located in

the same half plane. In this configuration, the half

plane carries user 2’s information while the dots inside

the half plane carry the data of user 1. Clearly, the

labeling scheme depicted in Figure 4a favors the detec-

tion of user 2’s information since the symbol clusters

are more protected against the channel noise than the

dots of the cluster. In Figure 4b the codewords with

the same LSB are located in the same region.

Therefore, the labeling scheme depicted in this figure

favors the detection of user 1’s information.

The labeling scheme is imposed by PUX(u, x)

which establishes the connections between the ele-

ments of U and the elements of X. In the case of an

equiprobable distribution, each connection is marked

with the uniform probability of 1/4. PUX(u, x) is thus

limited to the two following cases, shown in Figure 5: 

1. p00 � p01 � p11 � p13 � 0.25 when a � 0.5 which

yields the joint probability distribution scheme

shown in Figure 5a (corresponding to the labeling

scheme of Figure 4a), or

2. p00 � p02 � p11 � p13 � 0.25 when a 	 0.5 which

yields the joint probability distribution scheme

shown in Figure 5b (corresponding to the labeling

scheme of Figure 4a).

Figure 4c depicts the labeling scheme used by hierar-

chical modulation (HM). We observe that this is sim-

ilar to the scheme shown in Figure 4a. HM represents

a particular case of modulation superposition using

equiprobable symbols, more precisely when a � 0.5.

The parameter a thus becomes the only parameter

which affects the form of the region of the achievable

rates. This is indeed the approach adopted in industry

standards for DVB since detection is simplified with

the scheme shown in Figure 4a. It is easy to see, for

example, that when a � 0.5, the positive values of

the received signal Y2 may be directly related to X2 �

x20, and the negative values to X2 � x21.

According to PUX schemes and the constellation

symbol expressions in equation 8 and equation 9, the

mutual information I(X; Y1|U) of user 1 and I(U; Y2) of

user 2 is thus derived from equation 5 as a function of

a (see the Appendix). As a consequence, the achiev-

able rate closure region is obtained by varying a from

0 to 1.

The achievable rate closure region obtained with

finite-size constellations is lower than the capacity

closure region. In the next section, we investigate if

the achievable rate closure region obtained with a 4-

PAM constellation can be enhanced by jointly opti-

mizing the constellation shape and the symbol

probability distribution. The maximization procedure

x000p00

x110p11
0u0

x201

p02

1u1

x311

p13

(a) Scheme favoring user 2 (α  ≤ 0.5) (b) Scheme favoring user 1 (α  ≥ 0.5)

x000
p00

x101
p010u0

x210
p12

1u1

x311

p13

Figure 5.
Joint probability distribution of U and X.
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is applied for the general case of coding superposition

including all possible labeling schemes in a 4-PAM

constellation. The shaping gain is evaluated, for target

achievable rates, in terms of SNR savings that are

related to SNR in a pair of good and bad users.

Maximum Private Message Achievable Rates by 
a 4-PAM Constellation for Superposition Coding 

Figure 6 illustrates the joint probability distribu-

tion of U and X. The primary focus of this work is to

extend our analysis to a case that is more general than

that of modulation superposition using equiprobable

symbols: we want to optimize the joint probability dis-

tribution PUX(u, x). The general case of superposition

coding allows any mapping between U and X. PUX(u, x)

is shown in Figure 6b where pij � Pr{U � ui, X � xj}.

This is a highly non-linear problem with many

optimization variables so we consider only a particu-

lar subset of solutions. For full generality, we consider

all labeling schemes with a 4-PAM constellation when

each user receives 2 symbols by associating two values

of X for each value of U. PUX is thus described com-

pletely by the three schemes for joint probability dis-

tribution described in Figure 5a, Figure 5b, and Figure

6a. The first two are similar to those obtained for

modulation superposition, however the probabilities

are unknown. The third possible scheme corresponds

to the remaining possible labeling of the 4-PAM con-

stellation, where each user can receive a maximum of

two symbols. Clearly, this case does not correspond

to the addition of two signals X1 and X2 carrying infor-

mation to the corresponding user.

The region of private message achievable rates is

composed of all convex combinations u . R1 �(1 � u)

R2 [4], where u � [0, 1]. Since the right hand side

inequalities of equation 3 and equation 4 are achiev-

able, the evaluation of u � I(X; Y1|U) � (1 � u) . I(U;

Y2) for u � [0, 1] is sufficient to determine the region

of achievable rates.

Now, we determine if higher rates are achievable

using a constellation shaping technique. Therefore,

the maximization has to be performed over the loca-

tion of the transmit symbols xj � X and over the joint

probability distribution PUX considering the three pos-

sible assignments previously discussed.

The maximum achievable rates are obtained by

maximizing the multidimensional function,

(10)

subject to the constraints defined in equation 7, where

u � [0, 1]. The mutual information of user 1 and of

user 2 is given by equation 5 and is derived as a func-

tion of the unknown symbols {x0, x1, x2, x3} and one

max
PUX,x0,x1,x2x3

u � I(X; Y1 ƒ U) � (1 � u) � I( ƒ U; Y2)
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Figure 6.
Joint probability distribution of U and X.
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probability p00. The remaining probabilities can be

deduced from equation 7. As an example, for the

scheme illustrated in Figure 5a, the formulas from

equation 7 are expressed as follows,

(11)

This is a nonconvex optimization problem, which

we solved using simulated annealing which provides

a good approximation to the global optimum of a

given function in a large search space. By applying

this algorithm, a good approximation of optimal PUX

and the value of {x0, x1, x2, x3} are found for the three

labeling schemes considered above.

Simulation Results and Discussion
This section numerically compares the achievable

rates, R1 for user 1 (high SNR1) and R2 for user 2 (low

SNR2) in a case of modulation superposition with

equiprobable symbols (denoted by MSEQ) and for

optimal broadcast transmission with optimized proba-

bilities and symbols considering all possible labeling

schemes. The constellation shaping improvement will

be evaluated in terms of attainable rate and of SNR

improvement. For our analysis we consider the fol-

lowing cases in which the transmitted symbol proba-

bilities have been optimized:

• SCOP-I. PUX corresponds to Figure 5a.

• SCOP-II. PUX corresponds to Figure 5b.

• SCOP-III. PUX corresponds to Figure 6a.

The final result is the convex closure of the regions

obtained in these three instances of superposition cod-

ing, which we refer to as an optimized case of SC,

denoted by SCOP. The first two cases are compared

with the similar scheme of equiprobable joint proba-

bilities distribution. The comparisons are done under

the same reception conditions and for various SNR

pairs (SNR1, SNR2). The couples are obtained by fixing

the SNR gap between the SNR of user 1 and the SNR

of user 2 and for different values of SNR2. The simu-

lations are thus carried out by considering,

•

.SNR2 � 52, 3, 4, 5, 66dB and u � [0:0.1:1]

SNR gap � 52, 3, 5, 7, 106dB,

p00 � x2
0 � p01 � x2

1 � p12 � x2
2 � p13 � x2

3 � P

p00 � x0 � p01 � x1 � p12 � x2 � p13 � x3 � 0

p00 � p01 � p12 � p13 � 1

The highest values of SNR gap correspond to a situa-

tion where the locations of user 1 and user 2 are far

apart, whereas the lowest values represent a case in

which the two users are closely spaced.

Figure 7 shows the maximum achievable rates

for user 1 and user 2 for various scenarios. Note that

Figure 7a shows improvement in the achievable rate

closure region for (SNR1, SNR2) � (6 dB, 4 dB) when

the constellation symbols and the symbol probabilities

are jointly optimized with SCOP-I, compared to the

case with MSEQ and a� 0.5. In Figure 7b, the achiev-

able rate region is not enhanced with joint optimiza-

tion when comparing SCOP-II with MSEQ and a	 0.5.

In Figure 7c, the achievable rate region for SCOP-III,

compared with the convex closure of the regions

achievable in SCOP-I and SCOP-II, shows an improve-

ment for certain values of u. Thus, each case maxi-

mizes the achievable rate closure region over disjoint

intervals of u. For (SNR1, SNR2) � (6 dB, 4 dB) the

region can be split into three parts and the achievable

rates at the borders of zones are continuous,

• For R1� (0, 0.8), SCOP-I should be used (0 � u�

0.5),

• For R1� (0.8, 0.95), SCOP-III should be used

(0 � u � 0.7),

• For R1� (0.95, 0.99), SCOP-II should be used 

(0.7 � u � 1).

The intuition behind the first two conclusions is rather

clear. On one hand, for low rates of R1, we should

facilitate detection of user 2 using the SCOP-I scenario

(positive symbols correspond to U � u0 and negative

ones to U 5 u1), so there is an obvious separation of

the data as a function of the symbols of U. On the

other hand, to guarantee a high rate R1, the symbols

xj associated with the detected variable U should be

well separated, which is obtained by applying the

SCOP-II scheme.

Figure 8 contrasts optimal joint probabilities with

maximum achievable rates. As shown in Figure 8a,

the corresponding probability distribution is approxi-

mately uniform when u 	 0.7. For these values of u,

the rates achieved in the SCOP-II scheme are identical

to those obtained with MSEQ (a	 0.5). Moreover, we

observed that the SCOP-II scheme achieves maximal

rates compared to the rates obtained with SCOP-I or 
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SCOP-III. Consequently, a uniform and symmetric dis-

tribution is optimal in the zone in which the data trans-

mission of user 1 is favored. In the two other zones,

where data transmission from user 2 is favored, the

optimal probabilities of symbols near origin are higher

than the ones for symbols far from origin. In contrast,

the optimal symbols are non-uniform in all the three

zones but remain symmetric (x0 � �x3 and x1 � �x2)

for each theta considered. As an example at u � 0.5,

• Optimal p00 � p13 is equal to 0.18 and optimal 

p01 � p12 is equal to 0.32, 

• Optimal x0 � �x3 is equal to 3.4 and optimal 

x1 � �x2 is equal to 1.1, and

• Optimal R1 is equal to 0.706 and optimal R2

is equal to 0.703. 

Simulations done in the remaining configurations of

(SNR1, SNR2) show results similar to the ones obtained

in the case in which (SNR1, SNR2) � (6 dB, 4 dB).

MSEQ—Modulation superposition with
              equiprobable symbols
SC—Superposition coding
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Figure 7.
Maximum achievable rates for users 1 and 2, SNR1 = 6 dB and SNR2 = 4 dB.
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Each SCOP labeling scheme optimizes the achievable

rate region for some value of u in a 4-PAM setting.

However the borders of the three regions vary when

(SNR1, SNR2) changes. The numerical results also illus-

trate that the optimal symbol positions and joint prob-

abilities are still symmetric about the origin. The

optimal probabilities meet the constellation shaping

principle.

A possible shaping gain in terms of achievable

rates with a 4-PAM constellation is illustrated in

Figure 8b for different couples of (SNR1, SNR2). The

achievable rate region obtained in the cases with

SCOP is consistently larger than the region obtained

with MSEQ. To evaluate the contribution of constel-

lation shaping, we compare the general case with

MSEQ in terms of SNR savings for target achievable

rates. The evaluation is done by using the following

procedure composed of three steps:

1. We fix a and SNRi with i , {1, 2}. The rate

achieved by user i, denoted as , when using

MSEQ, is kept constant. 

RMSeq.
i

2. Then we determine the value of u such that 

achieved by user i, when using SCOP, is equal to

at SNRi. Thus,

(12)

3. Then we add a positive d to SNRj with j 
 i until

of user j coincides with achieved by

user j at SNRj in the optimized SC case. Thus,

(13)

The SNR increase yields dopt that is the SNR gain we

seek.

Figure 9 provides a summary of SNR gains.

Figure 9a summarizes the gains on SNR1 assuming

there is no rate loss and no SNR loss for user 2

obtained with SCOP compared with MSEQ. The com-

parisons are done for (SNR1, SNR2) equal to (4 dB, 

2 dB), (6 dB, 4 dB) and (8 dB, 6 dB). Figure 9b illus-

trates the SNR2 gain values assuming no rate and no

SNR loss for user 1 in the same simulation scenarios. 

RScopt.
j (SNRj,SNRi,u) � RMSeq.

j (SNRj � dopt,SNRi,a)

RScopt
jRMSeq.

j

RScopt.
i (SNRj,SNRi,u) � RMSeq.

i (SNRj,SNRi,a)

RMSeq.
i

RScopt
i
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In both figures, maximal gains of 2.4 dB and of 2 dB

are measured respectively for user 1 and for user 2.

This maximal gain corresponds to a peak SNR in the

case of user 1, and to several consecutive peaks in the

case of user 2. For R2 values around 0.5, the SNR gain

oscillates between 0 dB and 2 dB. This oscillation can

be explained by the fact that the sum rate curve

achievable with finite inputs is not strictly increasing

with a since the achievable rate for given bad channel

conditions, i.e., for user 2, exhibit local minima and

maxima [11]. It is shown that the number of local

minima and maxima increases with SNR2. The SNR

gain is thus maximal for the couples of (R1, R2) for

which a induces local minima for given couples of

(SNR1, SNR2).

Figure 9c exhibits the maximal SNR gains

obtained for all described scenarios. The highest

achievable “maximal” gain is equal to 3.7 dB and is

obtained for user 2 and for (11 dB, 6 dB). The curves

show the maximal savings with joint optimization is

at least equal to 1.5 dB on SNR for both users and for

a small SNR gap (2 dB). Figure 10 shows the average

gain for user 1 and user 2 versus SNR. The curves for

average SNR gain depicted in Figure 10a and in Figure

10b show that the highest SNR gains are obtained for

the highest values of SNR2 and when the SNR gap is

lower than 5 dB for both users. An average gain up to

1 dB and 0.5 dB can be expected respectively for user

2 and user 1. The lower bound of average SNR gains

is around 0.2 dB.

Use of the optimized SC scenario produces notice-

able savings in SNR for the scenarios studied,

although a small shaping gain in terms of achievable

rate was observed for the 4-PAM constellation. The

joint optimization of symbol probability density and

constellation symbol positions contributes significantly

to savings in SNR for both bad and good users exhibit-

ing closed channel conditions, when superposition

coding is used for a 4-PAM constellation.

Conclusion
In this paper, we derived the achievable rates 

for two broadcast transmission methods: 1) modula-

tion superposition with uniformly distributed sym-

bols with optimized joint probability density of the

SNR—Signal-to-noise ratio
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transmitted symbols, and 2) modulation superposi-

tion with uniformly distributed symbols with opti-

mized constellation shape. We demonstrated that

optimal broadcast transmission including this joint

optimization yields slightly higher achievable rates in

a 4-PAM setting. However, this small rate gain is

translated into noticeable SNR savings of up to 3.5 dB

at maximum and up to 1.2 dB in mean. The next step

of this work will be to formulate a maximization prob-

lem for a standard modulation scheme in a 3G/LTE

radio interface, more precisely, 16-QAM. This opti-

mization will be achieved by taking into account a

more general case of superposition coding. Preliminary

results for modulation superposition including the

first two labeling schemes considered have exhibited

positive shaping gains on achievable rates and on SNR

savings. We expect that for 16-QAM, by considering

more labeling schemes, constellation shaping may

lead to higher shaping gains. The work will be

extended to a two-user fading Gaussian broadcast

channel to provide results in a theoretical framework

closer to the practical situation of unicast services

transmission since a real world channel is never

purely Gaussian.
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Appendix
The mutual information expression of user 1 and user 2, I(X; Y1|U) and I(U; Y2), depends on the scheme of

the joint distribution of probability between U and X, PUX, and the transition probability function, P(yk|xi) with

k � {1, 2}.

The transition probability function is expressed in the case of an AWGN channel for user 1 and user 2 as,

(A.1)

(A.2)

Case a � 0.5 corresponds to the PUX scheme in Figure 5a:

For a 4-PAM constellation, the coordinates of the four symbols are related to the total transmission power

P and the splitting factor a:

(A.3)

The uniform joint probabilities are written as,

(A.4)

Using equation 5, and A.1, A.2, A.3, and A.4, the mutual information of user 1 and user 2 can be derived as,

(A.5)

and

(A.6)

� [p12 � p(y2 ƒ x2) � p13 � p(y2 ƒ x3)]log
p12 � p(y2 ƒ x2) � p13.p(y2 ƒ x3)

(p12� p13)(p00 � p(y2 ƒ x0) � p01 � p(y2 ƒ x1) � p12 � p(y2 ƒ x2) � p13 � p(y2 ƒ x3)
dy2

�
��

y2� ��

[p00 � p(y2 ƒ x0) � p01 � p(y2 ƒ x1)]log
p00 � p(y2 ƒ x0) � p01 � p(y2 ƒ x1)

(p00 � p01)(p00 � p(y2 ƒ x0) � p01 � p(y2 ƒ x1) � p12 � p(y2 ƒ x2) � p13 � p(y2 ƒ x3))

I(U; Y2) �

� p13
. p(y1 ƒ x3)log 

(p12 � p13) � p(y1 ƒ x3)

p12 � p(y1 ƒ x2) � p13 � p(y1 ƒ x3)
ddy1

� p12
. p(y1 ƒ x2)log 

(p12 � p13) � p(y1 ƒ x2)

p12 � p(y1 ƒ x2) � p13 � p(y1 ƒ x3)

� p01 � p(y1 ƒ x1)log 
(p00 � p01) � p(y1 ƒ x1)

p00 � p(y1 ƒ x0) � p01 � p(y1 ƒ x1)

I(X; Y1 ƒ U) � �
��

y1���

cp00 � p(y1 ƒ x0)log 
(p00 � p01) � p(y1 ƒ x0)

p00 � p(y1 ƒ x0) � p01 � p(y1 ƒ x1)

p00 � p01 � p12 � p13 � 0.25

x3 � �2a � P � 2(1 � a) � P

x2 � 2a � P � 2(1 � a) � P

x1 � �2a � P � 2(1 � a) � P

x0 � 2a � P � 2(1 � a) � P

P(y2 ƒ xi) �
1

22 � p � s2
2

� expa� (y2 � xi)
2

2s2
2 b

P(y1 ƒ xi) �
1

22 � p � s1
2

� expa� (y1 � xi)
2

2s1
2 b
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Case a 	 0.5 corresponds to PUX scheme in Figure 5b:

For a 4-PAM constellation, the coordinates of the four symbols are related to the total transmission power P and

the splitting factor a:

(A.7)

The uniform joint probabilities are written as,

(A.8)

Using equation 5, A.1, A.2, A.7, and A.8, the mutual information of user 1 and user 2 can be derived as,

(A.9)

and

(A.10)

We observe that the mutual information for user 1 and user 2 depends on a. Thus the achievable rate clo-

sure region can be obtained by varying a between 0 and 1.

�[p11 � p(y2 ƒ x1) � p13 � p(y2 ƒ x3)]log
p11 � p(y2 ƒ x1) � p13 � p(y2 ƒ x3)

(p11 � p13)(p00 � p(y2 ƒ x0) � p11 � p(y2 ƒ x1) � p02 � p(y2 ƒ x2) � p13 � p(y2 ƒ x3))
dy2

�
��

y2���

[p00 � p(y2 ƒ x0) � p02 � p(y2 ƒ x2)]log
p00 � p(y2 ƒ x0) � p02 � p(y2 ƒ x2)

(p00� p02)(p00 � p(y2 ƒ x0) � p11 � p(y2 ƒ x1) � p02 � p(y2 ƒ x2) � p13 � p(y2 ƒ x3))

I(U; Y2) �

� p13 � p(y1 ƒ x3)log 
(p11 � p13) � p(y1 ƒ x3)

p11 � p(y1 ƒ x1) � p13 � p(y1 ƒ x3)
ddy1

� p11 � p(y1 ƒ x1)log 
(p11 � p13) � p(y1 ƒ x1)

p11 � p(y1 ƒ x1) � p13 � p(y1 ƒ x3)

� p02 � p(y1 ƒ x2)log 
(p00 � p02) � p(y1 ƒ x2)

p00 � p(y1 ƒ x0) � p02 � p(y1 ƒ x2)

I(X;Y1 ƒ U) � �
��

y1���

cp00 � p(y1 ƒ x0)log
(p00 � p02) � p(y1 ƒ x0)

p00 � p(y1 ƒ x0) � p02 � p(y1 ƒ x2)

p00 � p02 � p11 � p13 � 0.25

x3 � �2a � P � 2(1 � a) � P

x2 � �2a � P � 2(1 � a) � P

x1 � 2a �  P � 2(1 � a) � P

x0 � 2a �  P � 2(1 � a) � P


